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DEVELOPMENT AN1) PROSPECTS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF
NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
THROUGH THE 21ST CENTURY
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CURRENT TECHNOL OGY BACKGROUND
In the early stages of the histories of man, communication has been a very
basic requirement. It is a means of interacting with other people by conveying
a message to other people. Through man's development in society and business interactions, mass; communication evolved as an efficient way of conveying the same message to others.
Communication technology, as in other fields, will further increase the impact
of the message and make communicating more efficient. The task of sending
messages can become more productive and be able to reach a wider amount of
people. For example with the invention of TV, this changed the way of marketing advertising is done by giving moving visual stimulation and reaching
out to thousands of people at a time. Today, the communication technology is
heading towards an exciting realm which opens up vast opportunities : Personal Communications. Personal communications will allow people to send
and receive messages using portable hand held phones as small as your personal writing instruments.
Current communication technology covers a wide spectrum. A look at Figure 1
will show how telecommunications technology has expanded from the simple
telegraph and telephone set to the complex services being offered today and
will be offered tomorro N. It is interesting to note how the division of technology levels depends on the level of economic development of the country.
Communication technology in undeveloped countries still are concentrated on
providing basic telecommunications for more people (increasing telephone
density), while the developed country's technology level concentrate on refining existing systems for higher capacity, high definition, and combining several
separate system into one overall system. Another effort for undeveloped
countries is to simult;ineously keep up with breakthrough technologies in
order to leap frog to the developed countries level of technology.
Indonesia, geographically located at 95° to 141° East longitude and 6° North
to 11° South latitude which is approximately 200 kilometers in width and
5,000 kilometers in length, currently has a total population of 180 million
people (ranking fourth in the worlds most populous country). However, the
Indonesian people are not evenly distributed. Java island, which corresponds
to only 7% of the land area, has 63% of the total population of Indonesia. Also,
the over 360 different ethnic groups, each with its own dialect but tied together by a universal Indonesian language, points out to the need of a strong telecommunications network that ties together the Indonesian people, and the
underlying problem of constructing a reliable telecommunications network.
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FIGURE 1. Evolution Of Telecommunication Services
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A modern telecommunications network as depicted in Figure 2 shows the
complexity of trying to connect all the users into one single network. Setting
up this network, with the problems encountered by Indonesia, is no enviable
task. However, the progress Indonesia has undergone, as will be shown later
on, has put her in place with all other leading nations in the region.
Currently, telecommunications for the public is being provided by two government operating bodies not withstanding TELEKOM, for domestic services,
and INDOSAT, for international services. The Telecommunications Act No. 3
of 1989 has allowed the participation of the private sector in also providing
telecommunications services and this is witnessed by the establishment of
SATELINDO and several other companies.
Presently, the telephone density of Indonesia is approximately 1.2 lines per
100 inhabitants, which is one of the lowest in the Asia Pacific region. Similar
to the uneven distribution of Indonesia's population, Indonesia s telephone
lines are concentrated in urban areas with the rural areas are minimally
served. Only with the last five years, the government has been pushing hard
for the expansion of providing more telephone lines. In 1992, 600.000 telephone lines was added, compared to 60.000 lines being added in 1987. Presently, the addition of telephones lines are targeted at 780.000 lines in 1993 and
starting in 1994 one million lines will be constructed per year.
Communication technology in Indonesia is still looking toward increasing
telephone density and overcoming specific problems that is characteristic of
Indonesia. Indonesia is an archipelago of islands with the concentration of
population and economy in a few island, telecommunications operators has the
problem of providing an universal system of telecommunications infrastructure. Issues of development priorities and limited capital for development, in
t h e case of providing the telecommunications infrastructure to stimulate
business development while business telephone traffic supplying the major
income for justification of the facility, makes construction of the telecommunications infrastructure a "chicken and egg" problem.
Within this environment the telecommunications technology in Indonesia are
as follows:
1.

Satellite Communication;
Satellite communication in Indonesia is among the world's technological
level. Satellite communication has characteristics that fits well with the
needs of Indonesia. Satellite communication is good for providing small
to medium traffic, insensitive to distances, and has a wide coverage area
enabling it to be flexible in point-to-point and point-to multipoint
communication. This makes satellite communications ideal for broadcasting and rural thin traffic routes.
Palapa
The Palapa satellite communications was inaugurated in August 1976
with the fist generation Palapa A series and continued in June 1983
with Palapa B series. With this Indonesia became the fourth country,
after USSR, USA, and Canada, to have it's own domestic satellite
system. Currently, there are three B series satellite are in operation
connected with 236 ground station throughout Indonesia.
2
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The Palapa system as a telecommunications infrastructure has been
established to support the government's development programs, such
as contributing to the television and radio broadcasting throughout the
country in assisting the dissemination of the government informational
programs.
Essentially, Palapa helps link 17,000 islands together and unite the
people as one nation politically, economically, socially, culturally, as well
as assist in national security and defense.
Currently, Palapa is not only used as a domestic satellite in Indonesia,
but also as a regional satellite by neighbor countries such as Malaysia,
Thailand, Philippines, and Macau. Other potential countries are also
listed as prospective users such as Papua New Guinea, Australia, and
New Zealand.
INTELSAT
Indonesia entered the era of satellite communications long before
Palapa was established. On September 1969, only four years after Intelsat was instituted, President Soeharto inaugurated the start of operations for the Jatiluhur Standard-A earth station (Jatiluhur-1) accessing
the Indian Ocean Region (IOR) that connected international communication with Australia, Asia, and Europe establishing Indonesia s being
the first in the region to enter the space communication age. This was
the milestone that opened Indonesia to the world for new investments
and development. Formerly, Indonesia heavily depended on HF radio
communications only thus making Indonesia isolated to the world.
Subsequently as the communication traffic picked up along with the
economy's development, the second Jatiluhur standard-A dual polarization earth station (Jatiluhur-2) built, refurbishment of the Jatiluhur-1
for dual polarization, and in 1983 Indosat signed a contract with Intelsat
to provide a TTC&M (Telemetry, Tracking, Command and Monitoring)
earth station in Jatiluhur for control of Intelsat satellites and other
satellites assigned by Intelsat. Currently, there are four earth stations
in operation providing connection to countries within the Pacific Ocean
Region (POR) and IOR.
In 1986, Indonesia also made another step ahead in satellite communications era when INDOSAT, on behalf of the Indonesian government,
signed an Operating Agreement with Inmarsat, an international organization which provides global maritime satellite communications that
consists of voice, facsimile, telex, and data communications to ships,
trucks, airplane and land mobile units.
Undoubtedly, there is a strong relation between the development of
infrastructure and the development of a country. The use of Palapa as a
domestic satellite communication and Intelsat for international satellite
communication has indeed contributed to Indonesia's development
program.
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With other countries experiencing the same effect that satellite
communication had on them, a common demand for an increase in
satellite capaci" y has pushed satellite technology for . Frequency reuse
and dual polarisation has increased the transponder size with the use of
channel multiplication equipment, such as Low Rate Encoding (LRE),
Intermediate Data Rate (IDR) Digital Circuit Multiplication Equipment (DCME), and Digital Speech Interpolation (DSI). This resulted in
a larger quantit y of circuits available for use.
2.

Fiber Optic Communication;
The need for & reliable, high capacity and high quality transmission
infrastructure 1 ias been forcing telephone operators to look for alternative transmission media. Although satellites and microwaves are extensively used, each still has its limitation. Hence, the role of cable transmissions is important.
Advances in optical communication technology have led to breakthroughs in coiomunication systems. Hair thin strands of silicon glass
have created a lew transmission media in the form of fiber optic cables
thus replacing t he use of copper wire cables presently being used.
Fiber optic cablas have a major advantage in their capability (averaging
20.000 to 100.000 voice channels) to provide cost efficiency on high traffic, point-to-pomt routes, and their low propagation delay to create a
good transmission medium for high speed digital applications such as
visual and inter active information.
Development oJ fiber optic involves a long range planning horizon, since
agreements must be reached between landing parties (parties of the
cable system of the cable lands), configuration oi the cable system, and
manufacturing ;he cable itself. In total of all the activities above, planning of a fiber ootic cable must be initiated at least 3-5 years prior to the
RFSdate.
Domestic links between International Gateway and local exchange
In Jakarta, several exchanges (TTCs) have been connected to the
Jakarta Interna tional Gateway through fiber optic cables. This configuration gives looal exchanges a highway access to the international
gateway and establishes redundancy to alternative routes both domestic and interna.ional traffic. As traffic continues to grow, it has been
planned to construct more fiber optic links within the Jakarta network.
International Submarine Cables
As of today, Indonesia is connected to a total of more than 18 countries
directly through the use of analog cables. Starting from 1980 when
Indosat constru:ted its first submarine cable, the ASEAN Indonesia Singapore (IS) system, many other submarine cables were installed. In
1984, the SEA-ME-WE 1 cable was operated with a landing point in
Medan, followed by the Australian - Indonesian - Singapore (A-I-S 1)
system in 1986, and the MENANG (Medan - Penang/Malaysia) system
in 1987.
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The SEA-ME-WE 2 cable system is INDOSAT's first digital submarine
cable which is constructed using fiber optic cables. The first segment
connecting Indonesia and Singapore was in operation in June 1993,
while the rest of the system, with 13 landing points, 40.000 voice
channels and 17 000 kilometers of total length stretchin g from Singapore to France. Within the Asia Pacific region, the SEA-ME-WE 2 cable
will connect to o;her fiber optic cable systems, such as APC, BS, BMP,
GPT, and TPC-4. for connection to other countries.
3

Other communication services;
Other communication services include Very Small Aperture Terminal
(VSAT), Packet Switched Data Communication (PSDC), and Cellular
Mobile Communications to serve niche market needs of consumers.
VSAT services are for low traffic routes with a very large coverage area
and thus equipment cost are important. Since traffic in VSAT are low,
channel multiplication is not a factor, but earth station equipment are
cut to the minimum by reducing the antenna's diameter to 1 - 2.5
meters.
Packet switched data communications are used when more data messages are being rent rather voice. Application for PSDC among others
are for banking, research data, satellite land and sea mapping, newspaper news articles, etc. Current technology for PSDC are being used
for the banking E etwork coordinated by Bank of Indonesia.
Mobile communications are used for when the customer is on the road
more than stationary in the office. Applications for mobile communications are mostly needed by executive management, businessmen, journalist/reporter, sales representatives. Currently the exists mobile
communication system in Jakarta, Bandung and Surabaya using analog
technology. Recently, a digital mobile system using the European GSM
standard has bean granted an operating license but it is still in the
planning stages.

DEPIGMENTATION OF TECHNOLOGIES
The current mass communication technology level in Indonesia lags the global
technology level by 2-5 years. This is in effect a combination of a variety of
factors, most prominent ly driven by geopolitical factors and market needs.
Geopolitical trends in Indonesia is outlined in the second Long Term Strategic
Plan (PJPT II) which is further detailed in the Five Year Plan Qtepelita). It is
inferred from the Strategic Plan that the telecommunications will support, as
a basic infrastructure such as roads/highways, social structure, food and hous
iiLg, education, and primary economic structure, the national economy in all
d svelopmental aspects. This carries a wide scope of responsibilities and touches all sectors of business.
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Market outlook will influence what is really needed by the customers and not
vhat is nice to have. Too high a technology without fulfill the basic needs of
tne customers will just present a product that is considered a luxurious item
a ad will only appeal to ihe status conscious people.
Many cases exist when the technology level is too high and the needs of the
c astomers are just for the basic items have lead to wasteful usage of the high
tech products. Current examples are not hard to find. Currently demand for
telephone lines are very high. Long list of waiting potential customers exist
which remain unfulfilled. Such are the laws of economic supply and demand
that waiting customers are turning to a more expensive alternative, ie. mobile
telephones. Mobile telephones are used in the home albeit that the primary
use for such a system are for nonstationary communications. Cost for commun ications are thus high for basic uses and creates a waste for the society as a
whole.
Technologies for comn unications being implemented are along the lines of
providing higher capacity transmission lines, more channel multiplication
equipment for more efficient usage of the existing lines, and new value added
p :oducts to fit the specific needs of the customers.
Fiber optic transmission lines are being implemented more widely to provide
to more capacity, communication equipment using digital technology are
replacing the old existing equipment to provide more efficient usage, more
channel multiplication equipment are being used in all stages of the network
tc multiply the usages of the existing lines. Additionally, Indosat International
Videoconference (IIV), Infobox (a Voice messaging service), FaxPlus (a store
and forward facsimile s ervice), Indosat Calling Card (ICC) have been introduced to fulfill the needs of specific niche markets.
As previously mentioned earlier, new technologies must be selected to fit
certain criteria. New technologies are introduced such that the most efficient
usage of existing systems are being accomplished.
Depending on the objeciive of the network being designed, one may be led to
design different network topologies, technologies, and architectures. For
example, some objectives could be to :
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

f
i.

Minimize cost (build the cheapest network).
Maximize the cost-performance ratio (get the most network for the
rupiah).
Maximize the profit (build a network that allows business to be aggressive).
Maximize the profit rate (especially for a utility company).
Minimize the risk of loss (especially for the military)
Maximize safety (aetwork designed for police or fire department).
Maximize quality of service.
Maximize growth opportunities for businesses (build a network that can
easily grow in the future),
Many other possible objectives.
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Clearly, these criteria are not all compatible with each other : a network built
to minimize cost will not maximize reliability and quality of service. Hence the
telecommunications operators must be familiar with the dynamics of the
design synthesis. Complexity of the design of the network, combined with the
objectives of the network must be optimized with market needs of the customers.
Bringing it into the context of the present Indonesia environment, clearly the
underlying needs must be to fulfill the basic telecommunications needs of a
telephone line, but combining that with the emergence of a more sophisticated business clientele, thus implementation of a new technology must become a
juggling act of satisfying the priorities of constituencies.
Implementation barriers that currently exists in the Indonesian communication environment can not be far from looking at the present economic development of the country and the needs of the market. Economic development of
the country points to the level of technology and the size of the construction
that can be implemented on a macro level, while looking at market needs
point to the specific product needs of the customer on a micro level. Present
national development trends must be adhered to in order to avoid looking at it
as a limitation.
Al] of theses factors and technologies complicate the design process; understanding the new design requirements and acquiring the appropriate tools is a
mandatory effort in establishing a cost effective, reliable, and flexible telecommunications network. The responsibilities of a telecommunications operator are becoming more demand as competition increases along with the multiplicity of available communication options and the increased obsolescence rate
of this technology. In designing a network, multiple options must be analyzed
and the issue of hidden costs associated with these options must be taken into
ace ount. This richness of commuiiications options offers the telecommunications operators major opportunities, not only in terms of optimal network
design, but also in terms of network management, grade of service, and reliability. However, analytical methods are required to facilitate the decision
me king process.
The multiplicity of options makes the task more difficult in the 21st century.
Additionally, deployment of the least expensive network may not always be
the major course of action if the network constricts the ability of businesses to
be competitive, deliver products and services quickly, and grow smoothly along
the with both the requirement of the country as a whole, and the market
needs specifically. Figure 3 depicts some of the factors of the impacting the
decision making process of implementation of a new technology. As we can see,
the problem is not a trivial one, due to the high multidimensionality of the
solution. It is among the course of our development, both internationally and
Indonesia specifically, that we can become more familiar with these evolving
technologies and the ensuing opportunities that exist, and thus become more
experienced in fulfilling the development needs of Indonesia.
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DEVELOPMENT OUTLOOK
Development of technologies are fast and furious. New technological breakthroughs are achieved through patient research and backward engineering in
leapfrogging the current standard. It isn't possible to properly document the
vast possibilities of new technologies that change even as we speak in this
forum. Discussion of relevant technologies are made with concentration to the
Indonesian environment.
From a technological platform as can be seen on Figure 4 on the development
stages of a telecommunications network, the current technological level of the
Indonesian network is in the intermediate stage between the second and the
third stage of development. Major concentration is being made on digitization
of transmission lines and switches with temporary phases of development
involving the usage of Analog-to-Digital (A/D) and Digital-to-Analog (D/A)
adaptors. This effort on increasing the development level of the network is
also in addition to increasing the telephone density of Indonesian subscribers.
Specific efforts being made on development of telecommunications networks
may be characterized as follows :
a.

International Gateways;
Ensuing the successful implementation the second gateway in Jakarta,
an International Gateway in Surabaya is being planned to be operated
in 1994 to cover the Eastern Indonesian traffic and help stimulate its
growth by providing a more flexible network node. This will be considered as the fourth international gateway in Indonesia.

b.

Interlink transmission between gateways and domestic nodes;
Interlink between gateways and lines between satellite and submarine
cable landing points will now be developed to create a redundant
system along the existing system.
Additionally stronger ties between local exchanges and gateways are
also being developed as a joint cooperation of INDOSAT and TELKOM.

c.

Earth stations;
Three new earth stations are being planned to implemented in Jatiluhur, Medan, and Surabaya.

d.

Satellite communications;
In line with the trend to provide higher capacity communication systems, Intelsat plans to launch two Intelsat VII satellites in the POR this
year. Separate systems outside of Intelsat are also being planned to
offer competition on a regional basis, such as : Asiasat which has 28 CBand transponders (1995), Thaisat (1994), and the next generation
Palapa C after 1995.

e.

Fiber optic;
On the international horizon, INDOSAT is planning to roll out the
development of many fiber optic transmission lines, such as SEA-MEWE 2, Batam - Singapore, APCN, FLAG System, APCN, Indonesia Australia 2, Jakarta Guam. Along the first segment being implemented
in 1993, other segments of the SEA-ME-WE 2 cable will be operational
8
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in 1994/5. Batam - Siagapore will connect the new international gateway in Batam with its most prominent user in Singapore. The Asia
Pacific Cable Network (APCN) will link several East Asian countries
and is expected to be operational in 1996/7 by using a new breakthrough 5 Gbit/s technology. INDOSAT is pursuing the development of
a Indonesia - Australia 2 fiber optic cable. The cable is planned to
connect Surabaya and Perth, and be in operation before the year 2000.
With the new configuration of the APCN, Indosat is now reviewing the
possibility of a cable link between Jakarta - Surabaya - Biak - Guam,
which will be a redundant system to the APCN and a hybrid cable
system of both a domestic and international transmission link. This
cable will be a joint effort of both Indonesian (domestically TELEKOM
& INDOSAT) and international parties.
Specifically within the mass media communication technology, there exist
future development technologies that are in correlation with the technological
trend for higher capacity communication system. One such example is the
development of digital TV transmission such as High Definition TV (HDTV).
As a result of this video compression technology are also being developed with
operational speeds of 3 - 90 Mbps. HDTV will revolutionize the quality of mass
media broadcasting by providing a higher quality visual effects and a truer real
life picture.
Current application for the mass media is the possibility for remote (long
distance) publishing. A characteristic of news is that it's only good when its
hot, stale news isn't news at all. In this world where distance can be a barrier
(both in distance and world time periods), telecommunications can create a
borderless world. Such is the case of international newspapers. If you have a
headquarters in London, you can establish a remote printing station in Jakarta, Los Angeles, and Japan. In this manner you don't have to worry about
shipping time and printing deadlines.
Another case is the gathering of news. Now you send journalist to cover
remote areas and send the article using a remote communication terminal in
your portable PC via satellite link. This is the case during the Operation
Dessert Storm campaign in the Gulf war when journalist from CNN established a live feed directly from the area to get the latest breaking news.
In looking in a crystal ball to the not so distant future, one need not look very
far. Currently there are telecommunications operators that are developing an
Intelligent Visual Network, such as AT&T (USA) and NTT's Visual Intelligent
Personal (Japan), which are presently actively promoting their service. In
looking past the promotional effects, we can see that the new system offers an
interactive approach to communicating with combining all of the telecommunicating terminals that presently exist, such as the telephone, facsimile,
computer, with terminals that are being developed, such as the videophone,
and computer operating systems. This system truly uses the capacity of an
Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) technological platform (Figure 4).
One case study of such application of this technology is with the emergence of
the Multimedia Industry. Multimedia is described as "a digital brew of
computers, video, telecommunications, publishing, and entertainment". This
new industry combines the software of newspaper, books movies, music, video,
9
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TV, home shopping system, sport entertainment, and communication messages as inputs to the system, ^vhich is transmitted on either cable TV lines or
telecommunications lines that require the use of digital equipment. The
output of the system is viewed as a one stop shopping of entertainment for
consumers.
The multimedia industry is a fast evolving industry still considered in its
infancy stages. Companies, wno was once in a different industry, now find
themselves competing with each other. Telecommunications operators are
now competing with entertai ament, computer and publishing companies.
Strategic alliances are now pepping up as companies are realizing that the
technology is a combination of computer, telecommunications, and entertainment technology.
One strategic alliance to look for is one involving Time Warner, a entertainment and publishing company, with AT&T, Microsoft, Telecommunication
Inc, a telecommunications manufacturing company, and Time Warner Entertainment (a core joint venture group consisting of Time Warner, Itochu, and
Toshiba). Other alliances to look for is the British Telecom and MCI group,
and the Motorola, Scientific Atlanta, and Kaleida (a joint venture computer
group of Apple and IBM).
Technology levels for the implementation of multimedia system require a
minimum Telecommunications Development of Stage 4 where all equipment
are digital and the ISDN standard is in operation. Optimally, where applications are very complex a Development Stage of 5 may be needed.
Applications for multimedia products up to this date are still being envisioned
limited only by your imaginati m. Currently, multimedia applications are for
selecting entertainment (movies, books, magazines), information dissemination (newspapers, TV news, research materials), home shopping, and visual &
interactive communications (presentations, advertisement, artificial intelligent applications).
The ideal form of communications is undoubtedly a person-to person encounter, which may involve not or ly voices and the showing of documents and
illustrations but also the gestures and other forms of body language. In a
sense, we might say that such encounters are a form of communication integrating voice, text, visual representations, and motion in a natural multi media
format. The achievement of multimedia telecommunications, representing the
ideal integration of these elements, is becoming the current objective in telecommunications. In its ultimate form, the goal of telecommunications is
nothing less than the conquest of distance, and telecommunications are relentlessly moving toward the ideal of person-to-person encounters.
IV.

CONCLUSION
Communication technology is fast becoming an everyday concern, as companies and governments realize 1 hat the future is necessarily global in nature.
We only have to read the newspaper to see the dramatic changes occurring in
the political and commercial world. These shifts are accompanied by hastened
demand for improved infrastructures of telecommunications and information
10
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technology. Whether such improvements are made quickly enough remains to
be seen. All told, the telecommunications operator will be positioned to benefit
from the trend by extending his or her understanding of how to operate in the
still complex world of global telecommunications.
Clearly, with the future looking bright and its unlimited possibilities, telecommunications technology, still described by some experts to be in its infancy
stage, will strive to provide a challenging iuture filled with vast possibilities.
In summary, telecommunications technology holds the promise of developments so immense as to astound even those of us directly involved. And it is no
exaggeration to say that all these technological advances are waiting just
around the corner.
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